
Regenerative 
Gardening 101

INEXPENSIVE, SIMPLE,  

AND QUICK  TO START

LOWER MAINTENANCE, 

LESS WATERING,

LESS WEEDING

DOESN’T RELY ON 

CHEMICALS, TILLING, OR 

ANY SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Our North Star
To ensure our people and programs deliver our vision, 
our services are characterized by these guiding 
principles:

ENRICHES SOIL AND 

RETAINS WATER

WITH A NATURAL 

COVERING METHOD

A method that looks to nature 
for clues about how plants grow 

and imitates those conditions 

INCLUSIVE
Regenerative gardens require diversity to thrive. 

Companion planting is based around the idea that 

certain plants work harmoniously together. In this 

spirit, our work includes partnerships with various 

and diverse agencies, schools, and communities.

REGENERATIVE
Our approach to gardening isn’t just about plants. 

We also promote regenerative experiences, which  

make responsible use of all resources to create 

sustainable transformative moments.

EMPOWERING
We take the “give a person a fish / teach a person 

to fish” parable to the next level. Our programs 

leave students knowing the value of food, and 

understanding how they can take action to feed 

themselves, their families, and their communities.

Our purpose is to teach people an 
approach to gardening that will 
empower them to provide healthy food 
for themselves and their community. 

a Michigan-based] 501(c)3 dedicated to 
Helping Other People Eat



EXPERIENTIAL K-12 
EDUCATIONAL 

PROGRAMS 
INTEGRATED WITH 

COMMON CORE

COMMUNITY 
GARDEN 

MANAGEMENT & 
CONSULTING

TANGIBLE 

REWARDS

Seeing, touching, and tasting 

“the fruits of their labors” 

empowers new gardeners

SUSTAINABLE 

SOLUTIONS

The regenerative approach means saving  seeds for sharing and 

replanting! Just as nature fertilizes in the fall when the leaves 

drop, we use nature's method of 'covering' the garden with 

mulch and leaves to be ready for spring planting.

HAPPIER

MOODS

Soil microbes have proven 

antidepressant qualities

PRACTICAL 

LIFE SKILLS

Our programs teach families and students 

valuable and practical life skills, and also 

support Michigan’s Education Goal #1.

EXPERIENTIAL 

LEARNING

Interactive, progressive, systematic 

education plus  hands-on experience 

reinforces concepts

“Our school garden has changed how students react to the world around them. 
Students ask to go to the garden when they are upset. In the garden, they almost 
immediately relax and can more easily reflect and problem-solve.”

- Darla England, Principal
South Elementary School, Grandville, MI

We offer programs for schools and communities, including workshops, garden installation, aligned with school 

curriculum benchmarks. Our goal is to empower people with a sustainable way to grow food, engaging families 

and the community in the process. 

Our yearlong program for students in grades  K-12 includes:

School and Community Programs

● Planting, tending, and harvesting a garden on school grounds

● Experiential lessons that integrate with science curricula

● A seed-saving and seed-sharing program where students give 

seeds to surrounding schools and the community

● Options to customize  your program  (e.g., a sensory or butterfly 

garden, permaculture design)

● We offer  lessons based on grade level cover topics ranging from 

seed starting and tree planting to vermiculture, beekeeping, and 

nutrition.

● We  teach our own lessons — no planning required from school 

teachers!


